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31.05.10 
Democracy 

 
No one dares to say that the holy democracy is – even though not the cause itself – an 

important factor in the destruction of the earth, of nature, and of humanness. Serving people’s 
seeming interests – as many people as possible, the best service possible – sounds nice for 
greedy people. But you must Understand the fundamental Law that serving the many, the 
most, the parts – as many as and in the best way possible – is not the same as Serving the 
Whole. On the contrary. By definition the whole gets fucked up, destroyed, when the parts, 
supposed individuals, are seemingly being served. You can sum up (the interests of) the parts, 
you won’t get (the Interest of) the Whole. 

No, not by accident, inherently it is so that democracy not only in theory but also in 
practice works against the Whole. The Whole cannot vote. (Groups of) individuals need to be 
served to get their votes. You must Understand that democracy was not at all invented to be 
able to better or at all serve the Whole. Not even moral but economic- ‘and’ power-motives 
caused democracy to appear. 

The fact that the decision makers are nowadays just as unintelligent – unWhole – as 
many or most people doesn’t in itself save the planet, nature. Checks and balances won’t save 
the planet. 

Only the Whole can save and at all protect the parts. In practice, natural leaders who 
are (more) Conscious, Living Wholistically Should be in the position of decision making. Or 
in other words: the One should be, Having an Overview of (and as) the Whole and not as a 
self viewing oneself and other selves, viewing what wishes people would have – the One and 
not the many. The perspective – and therefore actions – of a ‘self’ are inherently cramped and 
destructive. Not cramp should rule, but Space. It is not self interest that should be served – or 
interests in general – but the Heart or Love beyond interests. The system of the many will 
inherently fall down. The point here is not even that success will be followed by the fall – 
though not untrue – there is in fact no success, not really. Of course, if humans were just 
biological beings, forms, then they, as a group, would be very, extremely successful. But they 
are not – and neither is whatever species of animals. Can they be called successful when age 
after age after age people still carry the same unFelt cramp in their Body in the Dark? Political 
systems come and go, the cramp stays. Every generation takes over the Pain that the unSeen 
Ego (or separation) is. 

Democratic governments are the justification of the ego. The ego of people wants 
persons in power who are just as silly and narrow-minded – narrow-Hearted in fact – as itself. 
And democracy facilitates and supports this in thus occurring. It doesn’t put people in power 
who are examples for other people, natural stimulus's for Seeing the(ir) Ego in the Eye, for 
Transcending it, examples which, by way of resonance, lift people up, allow people the 
opportunity to See and go beyond their own little self. 

The valuing and adoring of the many, many egos – which democracy does – should 
sooner or later be Seen through as not only and not even in the first place untenable in the 
long run, but, more importantly and crucially, as (not a little but a big fundamental) Lie. It is 
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Ego serving Ego – illusions and the Deluding Force itself are being served1 – and this system 
cannot but fall down; unless the untenability, the not-Truthfulness, the illusoriness of Ego is 
Seen, Understood, Acknowledged, on time. 

You really think that egos who are ruling, who take decisions, can truly Serve, 
egolessly rule, make decisions so that the Whole is being served? Would be a great solution, 
great compromise for Ego: ego that could act, think, feel egolessly. Well, I have to disappoint 
you. It’s simply not possible. Every act out of unconsciousness not Embedded in the Whole 
(Which is Including and Living Consciously Both Sides of Duality) but connected to craving 
for and going for and exhausting one preferred Side – even when as always under the mask of 
good deeds – has its consequences. The unSeen Darkness that was secretly part of the 
decision or act will show its face sooner or later, here or there, but in Fact – and if you have 
Eyes you can See or have an open Body you can Feel that it does so – immediately and even 
everywhere. 

Be not seduced to believe that people would be more unhappy when it isn’t their 
personal interests that are served by political parties and ‘leaders’ (or clots of cramped 
interests), but the Whole. A sense of fulfilment – to name it that – will anyway only be there 
if no matter which individual is Truly Embedded in the Whole – that is: if he or she 
Consciously Sees-Feels-Lives-Knows himself or herself to Be (Only) the Whole. The 
‘happiness’ that people report is no happiness. In the state of separation that people live and 
that they even find normal, happiness or fulfilment is simply not possible – only the illusion 
around it. Research showed that in ‘my’ country, Holland, people are the happiest in the 
world. You might ask how come? But maybe you better Feel, See-Feel the people here 
straight in your Heart. I can say and Feel every day: they lie. They have a huge resistance to 
see-feel, be aware of the difficult Dark side of life. Not only spiritually oriented people have 
this big resistance, also normal egos. 

Democracy serves people’s concentration on the goodies of life and, related to that, 
their trying to wipe out, extinguish or at least reduce as much as possible any discomfort, 
anything related to the difficult side of life. Fighting windmills. And more importantly, 
ignorance of the other side, the Dark, will inherently lead to imbalance. The costs of this one-
sided greediness rooted in unintelligence will always be shifted to some other part of the 
system, of the Whole. The deplorable state of nature shows people’s imbalance which is 
served and supported by democracy. If politicians would really want to serve people, they 
would serve the Whole being and not merely their lower interests, often if not mostly sold as 
higher ideals. But (potential) politicians who would like to do so, don’t come that far in this 
democratic system.2 The democratic system is an economic system in the form of a political 
system. It’s in the claws of the Dark Forces cleverly calling themselves the Light-Army, one 
party shouting it’s Lighter than the other party and anyway ‘Light’. 

                                                
1 ‘Democracy’ has the romantic idea or dream hanging around it that most are being served by this system. In 

truth, at most one could say though that illusory needs, egoic wishes are being served, not the people 
themselves, Whole as they are by their True Nature. 

2  Democracy is even a place where it is accepted that you lie if you sincerely want to be in power, want to take 
the seat of decision making. This is not a detail. 
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It’s not so much a matter whether we make it on time or not, before humanity is 
extinct  – but at least we’ve had a democratic system then, and we all went down together – 
because it is happening now, the destruction of nature, of species, of animals, of humanness. 
It’s not happening in the future. The Pain is Now. If you’d Open your Heart, you’d Feel it – 
immediately. The Whole Body would be – and in Fact is – in Pain. Already. Politicians (or 
anyone) don’t need to save the world, but to Feel. 

If you keep on thinking in abstract terms and numbers about how many species die out 
every day and whether we’ll make it or not, then you can be sure that we won’t, as exactly 
this separate mind-mentality is destroying nature. If you do not Feel, not actually Feel One 
with nature, with the animal you chew in your mouth, nature cannot be saved from 
destruction. 

But true, you cannot force this Feeling (Oneness) to come. We’ll see how it goes. If 
Feeling would ever enter democracy, it won’t be thanks to democracy, that’s for sure. In this 
moment it’s hard to imagine, politicians who wouldn’t decide on rational grounds of and as a 
from Life separate mind but who Feel and decide on Basis of the Heart. Politicians who are 
not slave any more of people’s and their own ego, who are not self-obsessed, but Faithful to 
the Heart and United with everyone in and as the Heart. Maybe it’s not impossible, later… 
The human being can be creative, potentially even in overcoming destructive systems like 
democracy. 

It’s not my intention to give you any hope (back). We cannot wait. We cannot hide 
behind the blessings or shortcomings or even inherent destructiveness of democracy or any 
system. We Are Responsible. If we don’t (dare to) Feel, nature will be more and more 
destroyed and necessarily drag us with it in its fall, showing us Oneness willy-nilly. You Are 
the Heart. A system cannot be. You must Do it. Only You. Only you can take the Heart 
Seriously, finally… And only because You Are (a) Heart. Recognize This. Recognize This 
and – as a side-effect – save the world from going down. Democracy cannot Recognize. It’s 
helpless, it’s a form. Only You can Recognize. You are not you. You Are the Heart. You Are 
every one. Only You can Feel the Pain of what people, what others do, of destruction. Only 
You can Bring this forgotten Pain back into the Whole, into One, into the Heart. Only You 
can restore the Balance. Waiting for others to do it, is waiting for the end. Only You are 
capable. Only You are Fed Up with all the lies you have been taught and taught to swallow, to 
like even, to accept as true, as social and to serve. Only You can Undo the Debt. Only You 
can Feel, Bring back into Life, into View, the part of the account that so far was shoved under 
the carpet, or literally under the ground, that seemed to be fading into the air, that seemed 
diluted or dissolved in the water. We can’t get rid of the ‘other side’, the Dark, of the wastes 
of Ego, of our greediness – just by trying to put or keep it in the Dark. ‘Nobody knows’, 
‘nobody cares’ doesn’t exist. We are One Organism, One Whole. 

Without actually Feeling the Pain of what we do, humanity won’t manage. Clever 
solutions are not enough. They will create new problems, that’s a Law. As they are reactions. 
Reactions inherently and secretly reinforce the Destructive Force in its power, in its cramp 
necessarily acted out in practice – no matter if reactions seem ‘good’ or ‘bad’. Only the Heart 
Itself, Feeling (in) Being Acting the Heart, can break the endless chain-reactions and Create 
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or Restore Space, Space Beyond solutions, Space in and as Which everything is Seen totally 
differently suddenly, with an Eye from another world, from Reality as a matter of fact, from 
One instead of from the many. 

The earth and the whole Universe is a system of Balance. If we don’t respect that, if 
we don’t want to See-Feel that then the Universe will teach us, but as a result the hard way. 

Democracy is not a Natural System. It is ego-based. Based on the many. Based on 
(many) interests. It doesn’t serve the Balance. 

Natural leadership means Responsibility as the Whole, as the Heart. It doesn’t mean to 
be the first one, to be in the lead of the crowd running all together (in)to the abyss. Natural 
leadership is not looking at, or even trying to serve the whole – which won’t work. From a 
separative perspective, actions, even with so-called best intentions, won’t work, won’t stop 
the degradation of the planet. The planet Needs leaders who finally finally have the guts to 
say NO to people’s ego, to Ego being inherently destructive. “NO. That’s enough. The whole 
rush for gold was crazy. That’s enough. We stop.” Finally people, their bodies can relax 
again, uncramp and come back to Balance, to the Heart. No one appears to have ever been 
truly interested in democracy (itself). The pleasing of Ego is over. 

Or… the world is over, nature is over, we are over. Serving many interests instead of 
the One is the end, the end of nature, of which you are indissolubly part and on which you are 
one hundred percent dependent. It’s comparable to – and maybe that’s easier to See, surely if 
you have some experience in relationships – how ego can (and in fact does) totally screw up a 
relationship. Even when the partners would stay together – even when the earth including 
humanity would, physically, survive – they’re dead with ego laughing between them. Seeing-
Feeling (the (stuck) Pain that is) Ego is the beginning of the end of destruction. The Ego can 
only be Rejected – which is Necessary for necessary Change or Restoration, for Rebalance – 
if it is Seen and Felt, even Bodily, how Painful it is. It is, unfortunately or not, not enough to 
see the ego and its consequences in the outer world. In and as one’s ‘own’ Body it has to be 
Felt. (By this, by Shining Light on Ego) You are the Only True Source that can Do something 
Structural, that can even, accidentally, save nature. 

Accidentally indeed. A goal oriented approach, the holy goal being to save nature or 
the planet, won’t work, won’t save. As it is, secretly, Ego (and not the Heart) who has the 
goal in mind, who wants to survive. Every trying to reach any goal is doomed to fail, no 
matter how strange and absurd this sounds to Ego. And it is so because it was not about the 
goal itself in the first place. In Reality the goal-oriented ego wants to Come Back to the Heart, 
in and as Which every goal falls away and is not even needed any more, as things go naturally 
‘right’,3 develop in an organic way, as One Organism. 

The Ego, ‘your’ ego, anyone’s ego is unsatisfiable, unfulfillable. It rushes endlessly 
forward, till everything is killed. See this, See that neither you nor anyone else have any 
interests and become a natural ‘sacrifice’ – without sacrificing something True, by the way, as 
you cannot anyway – and let nature recover thus. See through the entire ego-show of society, 

                                                
3 This statement does not in itself reveal any naïvety to believe that things can or must go ‘right’. Nature – or 

Truth – has Its Own ways. 
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of democracy, of individuals. It’s one big but loose ego-complex that can never get to where 
or what it’s heading for. It was always and only looking for the Heart in fact, for the Whole, 
but in its rush, in its cramp it forgot. 

Remember What You Are. 
Remember What the ‘other’ Is. 
And be hard. Hard to Ego. 
Be hard out of Love. 
Feeling the Ego-Force and its consequences in your ‘own’ Body gives you the 

Strength to be hard. If you Know the destructive enemy it has no power any more. It even dies 
– even though it resurrects again. 

Don’t fight with Ego, you’ll never win. See-Feel the Ego. And it appears to be 
helpless. 

Your Heart, not a slave any more to the Inherently Dark Hidden Egoic Force, will 
Touch ‘other’ Hearts. These Hearts in turn will become sick and fed up with democracy and 
other adjutants of Ego, of the Insensitive Impersonal Egoic Force. And Feel themselves a way 
through the absorbed Lie, to Find Nature back. And Touch ‘other’ Hearts… 
 
 
 

NB It must be clear that this article – meant to trigger and show deeper, usually 
unseen mechanisms – is not especially against democracy as a system while being in favour 
of or even more mild to other systems. No. Every system is inherently interwoven with (the 
destructiveness of) Ego – surely as long as the people who make it up don’t Face the(ir) Egoic 
Separative Force. Still, it’s good to point out that the democratic system is a ‘perfect’ setting 
in which ego can and has become rampant, killing nature in a terribly fast and unprecedented 
tempo, everyone wanting his and her share of what is to be consumed. Every little ego-god 
should be served by it. Democracy knows no Love for our grand-children, for animals, for 
feeling-creatures, for plants, for the Whole. It is part of the Separative Force. And in its 
seeming cleverness of the many, in the inherently deluding search for the best alternative, it 
makes us firmly believe that it’s the best system possible. It has become a new god. Every 
separate god is heading for its fall. Improving here and there won’t help. The root has to be 
Seen: democracy’s inherent  service to the (separative) Ego. 


